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Science of verse forms and poetic meters is called......................

prosody structure line metaphor

1-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Written language in its usual form is called.................

verse prose poem similie

2-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The impact of western civilization, didn’t leave its solid literary tradition untouched.

effect feeling name idea

3-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The system of law of a country is very essential for the well- being of its people.

democracy social justice constitution nationalism

4-

1. 2. 3. 4.

A more direct influence on literature was exerted by the efforts to simplify the style  of official

corrrspondence.

reading speaking in a different way

painting the manner of writing

5-

1. 2.

3. 4.

A second ................... of cultural modernization was the short term of office of Mirza Taki Khan.

account military

episode foreign

6-

1. 2.

3. 4.

The art of a poet or poems in general is called........................

poetic poetry poem poet

7-

1. 2. 3. 4.

This ceremory is held to ----------- those who died for their country.

commemorate speak cultivate consecrate

8-

1. 2. 3. 4.

It is a product of the Revolu&on of 1905 and in my opinion shows real originality, meritand humor.

amusement behavor view term

9-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Many translations are attributed to Muhammad Hassan khan, but they were chiefly made by a

corps of  translators.
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10-

1. 2. 3. 4.
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essencewordopinionsubject
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The ballads or tasnifs were sung by professional minstrels.
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1. 2. 3. 4.

ode:
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13-

1. 2. 3. 4.

A stanze of four lines, rhymed or unrahymed is called quatrain.

,��� -���
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14-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Better at tavern, and with wine

�0�� 1�2� ����� �3/�

15-

1. 2. 3. 4.

It was no doubt that he learned the right to use the title Hafiz, which became his pen- name.

.45 ����  ��	 678+

16-

1. 2. 3. 4.

There is no serious suggestion that he held a regular, richly rewarded office as court poet.
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17-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Although they were all more or less mouthpiece of the government, they helped to spread new

ideas.
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18-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Belles- letters:

-�
�� ����; (��� A �3�B ����; A ����

-C�� 
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19-

1. 2.

3. 4.

Threnody:

 �E�� (��)� (
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20-

1. 2. 3. 4.

A group of lines of verse in a repeating pattern forming a division of a poem is called stanza.

,��� "#$ -���
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21-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Bada uni enumerates about one hundred and seventy, most of whom were of Persian descent.

����� -� ���� -� ��	 -� 1�8�� ;��� -���

22-

1. 2. 3. 4.
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A poet who makes living by composing poems:

(
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23-

1. 2. 3. 4.

This coincidene with the data is commemorated in the verse.

�
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24-

1. 2. 3. 4.

�ABC �� �DE� 84.��:

eloquent strophe

rhetorical artifice saying

25-

1. 2.

3. 4.

This poem is cited in most of the anthologies which include Muhtasham.
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26-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The authorship of these tasnifs is seldom known. 
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27-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Painter supreme of everygem as well !
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28-

1. 2. 3. 4.

O bird, night- singing! Over thy head, thou mayst draw the canopy of the rose.

O�P 98+ ��� 
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29-

1. 2. 3. 4.
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eyeswisdompraisecares
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